
The Heater Body Suit, the industry benchmark for all-day warmth
and comfort for hunters sitting in blinds or in treestands, introduces its
All-Game Series for 2009.   This one garment gives hunters the oppor-
tunity to experience multi-season, multi-game use and enjoy the same
level of warmth and comfort that has come to be expected from The
Heater Body Suit.

Now, hunters tired of struggling with the cold, damp conditions any
season might bring, can purchase one All-Game Series Heater Body
Suit in the camo pattern of their choice and add:

A 600 Denier Waterfowl camo shell for duck and goose hunting.
A snow white coverall for Canadian hunts or winter varmint hunting.
A snow camo coverall, perfect for late season whitetail hunts.
All-Game Series coveralls slip over the entire All-Game Series Heater

Body Suit and zip on for a quick and easy camo conversion. Also avail-
able is a blaze orange overlay for gun season.

From deer to ducks and beyond, one All-Game Series Heater Body
Suit will take you through every season of the year in complete warmth
and comfort.  It’s made in the USA and guaranteed to keep your cus-
tomers warm or they can return it for a refund. 

For more information about the Heater Body Suit call (888) 565-2652
or go to www.heaterbodysuit.com.

”Smooth.” “Silent.” “Solid.” That is how archers are describing the BowTech
S.W.A.T. The S.W.A.T. has rounded, non aggressive Binary synchronized dual cams
that make for a smooth, consistent draw, easing into the valley and settling into a
rock solid back wall. Despite the fluid draw cycle, the S.W.A.T. sends arrows flying at
314 to 322 fps. BowTech says the combination of speed and shootability makes the
S.W.A.T. the best kept secret in the 2009 BowTech line-up.

For a limited time, BowTech will offer the S.W.A.T. in a special edition package
including; a flat black finish, vibrant green highlights and a free matching 7 inch
Octane stabilizer.

“We are very excited about the new S.W.A.T. finish. It was designed for the tactical
archer who hunts the shadows,” comments National Sales Manager Jerid Strasheim,
“The new coating is tough as nails and the draw cycle is unmatched. We think it’s a
killer combination.”

The S.W.A.T. has a brace height of 7-1/8 inches and axle to axle length of 34 inch-
es. The single rotating module allows for 6 inches of adjustability in half-inch incre-
ments (26 to 31 inches). Peak draw weights include 50, 60 and 70 pounds.

The S.W.A.T. is also still available in a variety of camouflage patterns including
Realtree Hardwoods Green HD  (standard), Hardwoods HD, AP HD, APG HD,
Advantage Max-4 HD, Mossy Oak Brush, Camowest Vanish Hybrid, Next FLX Digital
and Gore Optifade Concealment. All bows with camo finish feature an InVelvet over-
coat finish. As with all BowTech bows, the S.W.A.T. is made in America.

For more information, contact the Oregon firm at (541) 284-4711.

BowJax has developed silencers specifically designed
for crossbow strings and cables. They’re made of the
same tough material used for the Super Slipjax, but are
slightly larger and thicker. Each silencer weighs 22.3
grains. In testing, the company said they dropped
arrow speed no more than 3 fps on recurve models,
while some compound crossbows picked up a couple
feet per second. These are also recommended for very
fast compound bows. Reach BowJax at (208) 762-3692.

Heater Body Suit Introduces All-Game Series

BowTech Launches Special Edition of Mid-Priced Model

BowJax Has Crossbow String Silencers
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Brownell & Company, the long-time supplier of
bowstring material to the archery industry, has
introduced some tasty new colors. They are (left to
right) Baby Blue, Dark Purple, Lime Light, Coco
Brown and Alligator Green. You can order D75 and
TS Plus in any of these new colors. Xcel comes in all
but the Baby Blue and for the B50 product popular
with recurve shooters, the Connecticut firm has
chose Coco and Alligator Green.

Brownell & Company is also manufacturing a new
Bullwhip Serving made from 100 percent high tenac-
ity braided high modulus polyethylene or HMPE.
The .014 inch diameter makes it suit-
able for end or center serving. This is
a durable serving that’s bonded to

improve abrasion
resistance. It won’t
unravel or separate.
Colored black, it
comes on 125 yard
jig spools.

Reach Brownell &
Company by calling
(860) 873-8625.

Buck Wear’s latest T-shirt, entitled
“Food Chain,” gives wearers an
opportunity to promote their primal
nature while subtly communicating
that they’ll pass on the veggie burger. 

The back features a hunter looking
down through his scope at the ani-
mal destined to become dinner.  In
earthy brown letters that frame the
action, the shirt boasts, “I Didn’t
Climb to the Top of the Food Chain
to Become a Vegetarian.”  Perfect for
a lodge or favorite restaurant, the
message is sure to resonate with
other carnivores who like to shoot

their game
and eat it
too. 

For more
information
on the new
Buck Wear
Food Chain
T-Shirt, call
(410) 646-
6400 or visit
www.buck-
wear.com. 
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www.kowa-usa.com
Kowa Optimed . 20001 S. Vermont Avenue 
Torrance, CA 90502
800.966.5692

SERIES

Diopter Lock

Precise Color Definition

Close Focus of 1.5m (5.0 feet)

Large Focusing Knob & Smooth Focusing

Lightweight (21 oz.)

Ask about our dealer program.

Circle 245 on Response Card

Buck Wear Adds 
Tasteful New Design

Brownell Offers New Colors, New Serving
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Dealers can offer sharpening ser-
vices or sell the GrizzlyStik Razor
Sharp System from Alaska

Bowhunting Supply. “This is the
fastest, easiest sharpening system
I’ve ever used, I’m from the old

school of file-stone-strop.
Not anymore  I can’t imagine
using anything else!” Todd
Smith said.

With the GrizzlyStik Razor
Sharp System you’ll get pol-
ished razor-sharp edges on
any single bladed broadhead
in seconds.  It sharpens all

double or single bevel broadheads
and all hunting knives.

Each kit contains one  silicone car-
bide wheel and one slotted polishing
wheel that fit any ordinary 6 inch
bench grinder motor (not supplied)
that turns at least 3000 RPM’s with a
1/2 or 5/8 inch arbor.  Extra silicone
carbide grit, polishing rouge, wax
and detailed instructions are includ-
ed. Replacement wheels & supplies
are available. Call (888) 697-9828.
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Rescue One CDS Offers Safe Descent to Ground
Dr. Norman Wood of Mountaineer Sports was enthusiastic in his descrip-

tion of the Rescue One ‘CDS’ (Controlled Descent System) Full Body Harness
System. This is the only harness system that, should a fall occur, allows the
user to safely lower themselves to the ground before prolonged exposure or
suspension trauma can cause injury or death.

“Even with the use of a full body harness system slipping from a stand or
steps can be fatal due to suspension trauma,” Wood said. “Suspension trau-
ma occurs in a matter of minutes to anyone suspended by a full body har-
ness.  The heart pumps blood into the legs but the harness restricts the blood
from returning to the upper body.  This results in a rapid and dangerous
decline in circulation.  Tests conducted by NASA showed that in as little as 5
minutes the body’s reduced level of blood and oxygen result in unconscious-
ness and death. Another danger is blood clotting that may break loose and
cause death. Our new Rescue One ‘CDS’ Full Body Harness is designed to
prevent these life-threatening occurrences by allowing the user who has fall-
en off the stand or steps, to safely lower themselves to the ground. For the
first time ever, those who hunt from treestands can do so with confidence
that should a fall occur and should they not be able to regain footing, they
have the ability to lower themselves safely back to the ground.” 

For more information on this TMA-certified product, call (304) 298-4343.

TwisterNock is a mechanical, spring-loaded  nock that rotates the
arrow on the bow string upon release, without the need to travel sev-
eral yards for air pressure against conventional fletching to begin the
rotation. According to the manufacturer, this immediate rotation
eliminates the flexing of the arrow resulting in extreme accuracy at

higher speeds. Resetting the nock
for the next shot requires just a
simple twist of the hand.

“It stabilizes the arrow on your
bow mechanically,” Jeff Hajari
said. “In order to keep the arrow
stabilized down range minimum
fletching is required. TwisterNock keeps the speed up down range and delivers
maximum kinetic energy to the target. The arrow rotates inside the target until it
comes to a complete stop. For hunting it delivers heavier penetration and cuts
more tissue.”

Tree Apron offers lighted and non-lighted versions of the TwisterNock, with the
former carrying a long-lasting replaceable battery. A system of components
allows you to fit different shaft and broadhead combinations and to provide the
desired weight to the nock end of the arrow. A chart (left) suggests recommend-
ed applications. Reach Jeff at Tree Apron by calling (516) 935-7126.

TwisterNock Gives Immediate Spin Stabilization

Premium Broadhead Sharpening System Introduced by GrizzlyStik
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The new 2SKB-4117 Hunter Series Parallel Limb Bow Case is the
first case developed in the Hunter Series. It is crafted to offer the lat-
est in design technology, to maintain SKB’s reputation for quality
and to respond to market pressures and price sensitivities.

The case is designed to accommodate most of the best selling
bows on the market with the quiver attached, while selling at an
affordable price point. It features a rigid shaped ABS shell with styl-
ish embossing that actually adds structural support to the lid with
an eight point interlocking stacking system.  “SKB’s Perfect-Match”
valance bending system provides a tight and secure fit to exclude
dirt, dust and moisture from the interior of the case. It has lockable
draw-bolt metal latches, a comfortable carrying handle and weighs
11 pounds. The interior cavity dimensions of the 2SKB-4117 Hunter
Series Bow Case are 39  long x 15  wide x 6 inches high. It features
plush lined EPS inserts for maximum impact resistance and a
water-jet cut polyethylene foam system that will accommodate up
to a dozen arrows.

The case has a 5 year warranty from the date of purchase against
any manufacturing defects. Contact SKB sales at (800) 654-5992.
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SKB Introduces Hunter Series Bow Cases

BCY is now offering Halo serving in a wider range of colors, sizes
and spools. Halo’s 100 percent Spectra tight round braid is extreme-
ly tough and durable, which is why it is already used by archers and
stringmakers worldwide as a premier serving thread.

Now BCY has expanded the range of Halo sizes, diameters and col-
ors to meet the requirements and preferences of almost every archer:

• A new .017 inch diameter has been added to the range of .014,
.019, .024 and .030 spools.

• A bigger choice of spool sizes: Besides the 1 pound spools and
small jig spools, stringmakers can now buy Halo in 1/4 pound
spools.

• A new wider selection of 20 solid and fluorescent colors is avail-
able for all sizes. For pricing details, call BCY at (860) 632-7115.

BCY Widens Range of Halo Serving Choices

Michigan bowhunters Mike Mix and Doug VandeWater
developed the Reign broadhead to work well at the highest
arrow speeds. Two innovations separate the Reign from
other broadheads. First is a rather blunt looking tip called
a Shatter-Head, which is razor sharp on four sides but fea-
tures a much steeper angle than other broadheads. In test-
ing at higher arrow speeds the tip was
able to act similar to a mushrooming
bullet and literally explode bone out-
ward on contact, clearing the way for
little or no blade damage on entry.
The second innovation is a pivoting,
single-piece, two-
blade design that
features a patent
pending, spring-

loaded ball bearing mechanism that re-centers the blade
after it pivots to get past bone on shots where bone is not
center-hit. The arrow carries more energy into and through
the body cavity and provides bullet-true penetration. 

The Reign broadhead weighs 100 grains and is all  stain-
less steel. For more information call (616) 293-2813. 

Reign Offers New Choice in Broadheads, with Self Centering Blades

Circle 138 on Response Card
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